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Abstract 

-Objects are distributed 10 p関 rsin a P2P overlay network. Service supported by an object is modeled to be a set of 
methods and QoS. An acquaintance peer of a peer P is a peer about whose service the peer p knows and with which p 

can directly communicate. We define how sat白ifiablea requesting peer is for access requests by阻kinginto account the 
authorization. Acquaintance peers of a peer p may hold inconsis1ent information on回rgetpeers since it takes time to 
propagate change information of the target peers and peers may be faulty. Hence， it is critica1 to discuss how much a peer 
C印刷steach acquain阻nce.We define由etrusnも'orthinessof each acquaintance by aggregating出esa且sfiabilitywhich 
is obtained through each in1eraction with the acquaintance. Each time a peer gets a new acquaintance and acquaintance 
infonnation is changed， each peer keeps it in re∞rd. Due 10 the 1imited size ofmemory，出ep田 rthrows away information of 
less trustworthy acquaintances to make a space to store new acquain阻nαinformation.The trustworthiness of acquaintance 
of each peer is propagated in a peer-by-p民 rway while some acquaintance information is recorded in a peer. We evaluate 
how the trustworthiness of acquaintance is changing through interactions among peers. 

1. Introducuon 

Various types and -huge number of peer computers are 
interconnec1ed and the membership is dynamically changed 
in apeer-to・jJeer(P2P) overlay network. An object is a unit 
of resource. A group of peers (processes) on peer compuト
ers are cooperating by manipulating objects and exchanging 
messages. Service supported by each object is characterized 
by types of methods and quality of service (QoS). An object 
is dis凶butedto peers wi出 variousways like downloading 
and caching [13，14] in P2P networks. 

A peer is classified according to types of service， holder 
peer where objects are stored， mαnipulαtian peer which 
are a110wed to manipulate 0切ec脂， andωthoriza tian peer 
which can grant access rights to other peers [12-15]. An 
acquaintance peer of a peer Pi is a peer Pj whose service 
Pi knows and with which Pi can directly communicate. A 
peer first asks its acquaintances to detect target peers which 
can manipulate a target 0句ectso as to sati均 anaccess 
request which the peer issues. Even if some peer holds a 
target object，出epeer cannot to manipulate the object if 
the peer is not granted an αccess right (permission). If 
acquaintances which satisfy the access問 questare not de-
tected， each acquaintance peer furthermore asks its acquain-
tances. Acquaintance concepts are so far discussed only to 
detect target peers holding target 0切ects[2，4]. The au出ors
discuss how peers coopera旬 witheach other to obtain re-
quired service， e.g. find a manipulation peer of a target ob-
ject and then ask the peer to manipulate the object in the 
paper [12， 15]. 

If service supported by a peer is changed， the change in-
fonnation is propagated through acquaintances. However， 
it takes time to propagate the change of the service to every 
peer due to the scalability and openness of the P2P overlay 
network. Hence， some acquaintances of a peer may show 

obsolete and inconsistent information on target peers of a 
target object. In addition， acquaintances may not only stop 
by fault but also be arbitrarily faulty [6]. Hence， it is critical 
to discuss how much a peer trusts its acquain阻nce.A re-

questing peer P is satisfiable for each access request to find 
a target peer if a target peer is detected. However， if p is not 
granted an access right， pecr P is not satisfi.able to manipu-
late a target object， even if the peer P finds where the object 
exists. We define出esαtisfiαbilityof each type of access 
request to find an object， manipulate an object， and grant 
an access right of an object. Thus， we define the trustwor-
thiness of an acquaintance by aggregating the satisfiability 
of each access request obtained through each interaction. 
The acquaintance relations are propagated through peer-to・
peer interactions. Each peer can admit only 1imited amount 
of由eacquaintance relations. Obsolete and untrustworthy 
acquaintance relations are thrown away to make space to 
store new acquaintance relations. We implement the algo・

rithm for detecting target peers updating and propagating 
trustworthiness on peers. We evaluate the peers in terms of 
hit ratio and number of messages. 

ln section 2， we present acquaintance relations of peers. 
In section 3， we discuss the trustworthiness of an acquain-
tance. ln section 4， we discuss how to implement peers. In 
section 5， we evaluate the peers. 

2 Acquaintances 

In P2P over1ay networks [1，7-10]， it is discussed only 
how ωdetect a target peer with a target object. Even if a 
target object is detected， the object cannot be manipulated 
if the requesting peer is not authorized. An αccess right 
(on permission) is specified in a form [0， op] for an 0吋ect
o and a method op [3]. An access request to manipulate an 
object 0 through a method op is written in a from (0，叩).
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Only if a peer P is granted an access right [0， op]， an access 
request (0， op) issued by P can be accepted. 

First， an application issues an access回quest(0， op)ω 
a local peer p. On re印刷 ofr，何回目 (0，op)， a peer has 
to find阻rgetpeers of the access陀 quest.It may be im-
possible for each peer to perceive what service of what ob-
jects each peer supports due to出escalability. In addition， 
the type and quality of service supported by each peer， and 
the membership of a P2P overlay network are dynamically 
changed. Each peer is in an αcquaintαnce relation with 
another peer， and the peers exchange service information 
of曲eiracquaintances with each other. Information on曲e
type叩 dquality of service of each戸eris propagated in由e
network. A peer makes a decision on which acqu剖ntances
由ep回 rissues an aα白 S問questbぉedon the information 
obtained from the acquain回nces.If a peer Pi issues an ac-
cess陀 questto another peer Pj， Pi and Pj are requesting and 
requested peers， respectively. There are the fol1owing types 
ofpeer-to・object(P20) relations [13， 14]: 

a. A peer P holds an object 0 (written as P 1 0). 

b. A peer P can manipulate an object 0 through a method 。p(Pト=op0)， i.e. P is granted an access right [0， op]. 

Here， p is a man伊ulationpeer of an access requ凶 t
(0， op)・Pis a surrogate p民 rof (0， op) (p 1-+叩 0)

ifpト=op0 andp c飢 issue(0， op) on behalf of a re-
questing p民五

c. A peer P can grant an access right [0，例 ωanother
戸er(pトop0). Here， P is an authorizotion peer. 

d. A peer P is a direct manipulatian peer of an access 
問 uest(0， op) (p I>op 0) iff P 1 0 and P I=op o. 

e. A peer p is a servicing peer of (0， op) (pロ叩0)iff P 

lo，pドop0， P I-+op 0， or pトop0・

f. For a peer P and an object 0， Pト=O，pトo，pロo，and
pl-+oi仔pドop0， Pトop0， Pロop0， and P 1-+ op 0， 
respectivel払forsome method op. 

Wede血le白eacquain同ncerelations →on the P20 re・
lationロfora peer p， object 0， and method op as fol1ows: 

• P→ (Pi口op0) i百apeerppe民eivesPiロopo. 
• p→・ (Pi口op0) iff p→ (Piロop0) or p→ (Pk→$ 

(Piロop0) for some戸erpk.

• p→ (Piロo)andp→・(Piロ0)iffp→(Piロop0) and 
p→・ (Piロ叩 0)for some method op， respectively. 

If Pi→・(Pjlo)，Pi→・(Pjト=0)，Pi一戸(Pj1-+0) ， and Pi 
→*(Pjト0)，a peer Pj is a holde九 manipulation，surrogate， 
and authorizotion acquaintance of an object 0， respectively. 
Let view(pi) be a set of acquaintance peers of a peer Pi. 

3. 1rustworthiness of Acquaintance Peer 

3.1 Satisfiability of access request 

A peer may lose objects and obtain new acquaintanωs. 
Thus， the P20 relations are changed in a P2P overlay net-
work. An acquain佃ncepeer Pj of a peer Pi may not hold 
the same information of a target object as one which Pi has 

previously obtained from Pj because it takes time to propa-
gate change information in networks. Thus， some acquain-
胞ncepeer maintains up-to-date information of a target peer 
but another acquaintance holds obsolete inconsistent one. 
Hence， each peer Pi has to recognize what acqu剖n阻nce
peers can be trusted by Pi・

Suppose a peer Pi issues a manipulation request (0，ド
， op) to another peer Pj for manipulating an object 0 through 
a method op as discussed in the preceding section. First， 
suppose由epeer Pj is granted an access right [o，op] (Pj 

←op 0).百lepeer Pj locally manipulates出eobject 0 if Pj 
is a holder of an object 0 (Pj 1 0)， iι Pjl>opo. Then，め
sends the reply ri to the requesting peer Pi. Here， Pi is 8at-
isfied because Pi can obtain the result for the a∞ess request 
(0， op). Unless Pj 1 0， one of theμers Pi and Pj has ωde・
包cta holder peer. Here， suppose Pi asks the acquaintance 
Pj旬 de慨 は holderpeer and Pj finds a ~older peer Pk in 
由eacquain阻nces.The manipulation peer Pj issues the ma-
nipulation request (0，ド，op)to出eholder peer Pk since Pi 
←叩 o.Here， Pi is less satisfiable since Pi cannot directly 
get the result from the acquaintance Pj・

We define出esatisfiabilityσij((O，ロ，op})of a peer Pi 
to an acquaintance peer Pj in terms of type of network ac-
cess request (0，0， op) and states of出epeers Pi and Pj. 
state(pi) shows how the peer Pi is related wi白 anobject 0 

with respect to a method op， i.e. Pi 1 0， Piト=op0， andpiトop

o. Table 1 summarizes the satisfiabi1ityσ'ij({o，ロ，op}).Sup-
pose由ata問 rpiwhose s同胞 isPiト=op0 and Pi 1 0 issues 
an 飢餓問quest(0， 1， _) to ano由erpeerめ・Ifpilo， Pi is 
the most satisfiable. Here，σij((o， 1， _}) = 1. Next， if Pj Y 
o but Pj knows another p閃 rPk is a holder， i.e. Pj→ (Pk 

1 0)， Pi cannot get the result from Pj but may get the result 
from Pk. Here， O'ij ({o， 1， -)) = Oi， where Oi is a distancefac-
tor showing how friendly and open-minded a peer Pi is for 
another peer. 0 ::; Oi ::; 1.“Oi = 1" means the a peer Pi 
is open-minded， i.e. Pi can always ask another peer Pj if Pi 
knows Pi・“di= 0" shows血atPi dislikes to ask another 
peer. 

3.2 '1rustworthiness 

The trustworthiness匂({o，ロ，op)) of a peer Pi to an ac-
quain刷 cepeer Pj for an access r，句uest(o，ロ，op)is ob-
同in吋 byaggregating the satisfiability of each access re-
quest issued to Pj・Thepeer Pi keeps in record. The satis-
fiabilityσij obtained at each interaction with each acquain-
tance Pj・Thetrustworthiness is calculated by the function: 
TrustO(T，σ，α)=α'T + (1・α)・σ.Suppose a peer Pi ob・
tains出esatisfiabilityσij for an access request {o，ロ，op}
from an acquaintance peer Pi・LetTij be the current trusト
worthiness of the peer Pi to Pj on {o，口，op}.The trustwor-
thiness匂({o，0， op}) is changed with Trus，ω(Tij，σij，αi). 

Initially，匂({o，ロ，op)) is defined as O. Here，αi is a con-
stant (0 ::;αi ::; 1) for a peer Pi・Ifαi= 1，由etrustwo巾ト

ness is not changed even if new satisfiab凶tyis obtained. If 
αi =0，出etrustworthiness is decided only by the satisfiabil・

ity. The smal1er αi is， the more important the satisfiability 
obtained for a current陀 quest{o，ロ，op}is. 

Suppose a peer Pi issues an access問 quest(0，0， op)ω 
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Table 1. Satls筒abilityσij((0，ロ， op)). 

state OfPi network access requests 

Pi loandpiト=op0 (0， op) 

Piト=op0 and Pi]O (0，1， -) 

Pi 10 andpi協同 (0，ト，op)

(0，ト=，op)

Piトopoandpi]o (0，1，ー)

Pi瓜pO (0，ト=，op)

(0，1-， op)， (0，1，-) 
(0，ト=，op)， (0， 1， -) 

another peer Pj・Here，the peer Pj does not suppoはtheP20
relation Pj口op0 but Pj perceives出atsome peer Pk Sup-

por胎 the問 quiredservice， i.e. Pj明。pOand Pj→(Pkロopo).

On receipt of the request from Pi，出epeer Pj informs Pi 
of “Pkロop'''' o. Here Pj is referred to as informing peer 
of Pk. There are two choices， the requesting peer Pi dト
rectJy manipulates Pk or Pi asks the acquaintance Pj to ma-
nipulate Pk. Suppose Pi di胞はlyissues an access request 
(0，0， op) to Pk. If Pi receives the reply from Pk，血esatis-
fiabilityσik( (0，0， op)) is obtained from Table 1. Here， the 
trustworthiness is calculated by the function: Trustl(T，σ， 
β) = [s + (l-s)-U]T. The trustworthiness Tik((O， 0， op)) is 
changed with T~ωtO(Tik((O， 口， op))，σ他 ((0，口，op))，αi) 

as discussed here. In addition， Tij ( (0，ロ，op))to出ein-
forming peer Pj is also changed. Let 7"ij be the current 
trustworthiness of a peer Pi to a peer Pk and σ此 bethe 
satisfiability of an access request (0，口，op) issued to the 
peerpk・Thetrustworthiness 7"ij ( (0， 0， op)) is changed with 
7子'Ustl(Tij，σik.si). Here， si is a constant defined for a 
peer Pi and 0 ~ si ~ 1. The sma11er si is， the more the 
satisfiabilityσ枕 ((0，口，op))dominates the trustworthiness 
Tij ({o，口，op)). This means， Tij( (o，ロ，op)) is decreased if 
出epeer Pj introduces a less町ustworthypeer Pk to Pi. 

3.3 Ranking factors 

The reputation [5] of a peer Pj shows how much an ac-
quaintance peer Pj of a peer Pi is trusted by other peers. In 
this paper， each peer Pi only takes into account how much 
its trustworthy acquaintance peer trusts the acquain回nce
peer Pj. We introduce血eranking factor Pij( (0，ロ，op))
to show how much an acquaintance peer Pj of a peer Pi 
is trusted for an access request (o， 0， op). In this p句民

向 ((0，ロ，op))dependson how much a trustworthy acquain-
伽 cepeerpk OfPi加 stsPj，i.e. Tik((O，ロ，叩)).TJcj({O，ロ，op))
[12]. Suppose there are six peers Po， Plt P2， P3， P4， and P5 
where view(Po) = {Plt P2， P3， P4} and view(pl) = {P2， P3， 
P4， Ps}. S釦u叩ppoωse引th恥1碍et汀ru凶附』路stwo町rt刷hi叫ines路sfi伽oω町r閃'e伺achp戸eel山 given 

as T02( (0，ト=，叩))= 0.7， T03((0，ト=，op))= 0.3， T04({0，← 
，叩))= 0.4， T21((0，ト=，op)) = 0.8， T:乃31バ((い0，ド，0叩pω州)川)= 0.5 
7η冶泊叫1バ((い0，トド=，~停pめω)η)=0ム 叩 d'Tl句7"51日1バ((い0，トド=，~叩p吋ω)リ) = 0.5. Here， the 

S泊tωofp~s acquain阻n白 S satisfiab出ty

. σii = 1 

Pj 10 σ'ij = 1 

Pj→ (pk I 0) σ'ij = di，σ怯 =1

Pjトop0 σ'ij = 1 

Pj t--+op 0 σ'ij = 1 

Pj I 0 σ'ij = 1 

Pj→ (pk 10) σij = di，σ'ik = 1 

Pjト=op0 σij = 1 

Pjトop0， Pk 10 σij = di，σik = di 

Pjト=op0， Pk 10 σij = di，σ'ik = di 

ranking factor POl ((0，ト=，op)) to Pl is (0.8・0.7+0.5・0.3+
0.6・0.4)/3= 0訓 7.The加 stworthin郎 S7"51((0，ト=，op)) is 
not considered in the ranking factor POl since P5 is not an 
acquaintance peer of Po・Accordingto the traditional repu-
旬tionconcepts [16]， the ranking factor POl is given as (7"21 
+ 7"31 + T41 + 7"51) 14 = (0.8 + 0.5 + 0.6 + 0.5) 1 4 = 0.6. If 
P5 is not trustworthy for Po， e.g. P5 is ma1icious， POl is not 
reliable. Only the trustworthiness of a trustworthy acquain-
tance peer is considered. In the paper [15]， we show how to 
shake off the trustworthiness from an untrustworthy peer. 

Let 7"ij and σij stand for匂 ((0，口，op))and町 ((0，ロ，op))
for an access request (0，口，op)，resp∞tivel払 forsimplic-
ity. Each peer Pk distributes the trustworthiness 7"kj for 
every acquaintance peer Pj to every acqu剖ntancepeer in 
出eview view(pJc). Each peer Pi calculates恥 rankingfac-
tor Pij by using出eformula Rank仇，Pj，(0，ロ，op )) = 

乞Pkε叫ω(町内Jc. 7"kj II{ Pk E view(pi) Iηk・7"kj# O}/. 
The ranking factor Pij ( (0，ロ，op))is changed with Rank(pi， 
Pj，(o，ロ，叩))after updating印刷stwo此hinessinforma-
tion in ABi. 

4 Implementation 

4.1 Acquaintance bases 

Each peer Pi maintains an acquaintance base ABi to 
store出eview View(Pi) and acqu細胞nceinformation ob・
tained from the acquain阻nces.A scheme of ABi is given a 

tuple (戸d，sid， oid， op， req，σ， 7"， p. {iid} ) of attributes. 
Here， an attribute pid shows an identifier of an acqu剖ntance
OfPi・oidis an identifier of an object， req is a type口ofac-
cess request E {I，ト，ド}.sid is an identifier of a peer which 
suppoはsservice satisfying the request req on the object oid. 
op is a method.σ，7"， and ρ訂 e出esatisfiab出ty，trustwoト
thiness， and ranking factor of Pi to出eacquain旬ncepeer 
pid， respectively. iid shows a set of informing p切 rswhich 
informs Pi of the acquain伽 ceinformation. Suppose a peer 
Pi newly obtains an acquaintance peer Pj which is a target 
peer of an access request (0，口，op).i.e. Pi→(pj口op0). 
A tuple (Pj， Pj. 0， op， 0，σij，η:j， Pij，ー)is stored in ABi. 
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Here.σij = di and ηj = TrustO(O，σij.αi) = (1・αdσ'ij.The 
ranking factor Pij is obtained by Rank(pi. Pj. (0.ロ，op)).

Next， suppose a peer Pj is an acquaintance of a peer Pk 
where Pkロop0 and sends acquain阻nceinformation Pj→ 

(Pk口op0) to a peer Pi・Onreceipt of the acquaintance in-
formation from Pk. a tuple (pj， Pk， 0， op.ロ， σか Tij.Pij. 
_) is stored in ABi' where σij = di .σjk，ηj = Trusρ(ηj， 
σij.αi) =αi・πj+ (1・α)・σij，and Pij = Rank(pi， Pj. 
(0.ロ，op)).In addition. a tuple (Pk， Pkt O. op，ロ， σik.Tik， 
Pik， {Pj}) is stored in ABi. If出e釘ustwo目hinessin印刷-

ple is updated， the trustworthiness of the tuple of Pk is aIso 
updated. In出emanipulation，出einforming peer Pj in the 
tuple is removed after it takes time. Here，σik = di・σjk，ηk
=(1・ αi)・σik，and Pik = Rank(pi， Pj， (0，ロ.op)).Suppose 
Pi issues an access問 quest(0，0，叩)to Pk by using the ac-
quaintance information tuple (Pk， Pk. Oh， op，ロ， σik，Tik， 
Pikt {Pj }) in ABi. Then， Pi receives出ereply from Pk and 
obtains the satisfiabilityσ. Here， the tuple is updated asσik 
=σand Tik is changed wi由 TrustO(Tik，σ，αi) = (1・ αi)ηk
+αi .σ. The ranking factor Pik is changed wi出Rank(pi，
Pj， (0.ロ，ap)).In addition，匂:jof a tuple (pj， Pk， 0， op，ロ，
σij，η:j. Pij， {Pl} } in ABi is ch加 gedwith Trustl(ηj.σik. 
si) = lsi + (1・si)σik].巧j.If iid =Fゆ，η1of (P"・・・，Til， 
.・・)in ABi is a1so changed for every peer Pl in iid since Pj 
is introduced to Pi by Pl as discussed here. 

4.2 Inter-peer communication 

A peer communicates with acquaintances by exchang-
ing request and陀 plymessages. Suppose a peer Pi sends 
an access陀 quest(0，ロ，ψ)to an acquaintance peer Pj・A
request message q is composed of the foIIowing fields: 

• q.id = unique identifier of the message q. 
• q.src = requesting pcer Pi. 
• q 

• q.Oωid = identifie町roぱfthe target object o. 
• q.op = method op. 

• q.αtypeム=type of access request. 

In this paper， we assume there is some mechanism to as-
sign a unique identifier to each message. Each time a mes-

s鈍ag伊emp伊as路se凶sap戸ee肌巳 m
mふTTL = O. m is discarded. 

Suppose that a peer Pi receives a request message q for 
an access request (0，0， op) from an acquaintance Pj・The
peer Pi checks if Pi supports service required by the access 
request (Oh，ロ，op). If supported， i.e. PiロopO，Pi sends a 
reply message rωthe問 questingpeer Pj. Otherwise， Pi 
forwards出erequestlt to the acquaintances. A reply mes-
sage r inc1udes the following fields: 

• r.id = identifier of the reply message r. 
・r.src= source peer which sends r. 
• r.qid = identifier q.id of the access request q， i.e. r is 

a reply of the request q. 
• r.oid = identifier of the target object， r.oid = q.oid. 
・r.sid= identifier of the target peer. 
• r.σ= satisfiability of Pi to the target peer r.sid. 
• r・T= trustworthiness of Pi to白epeer r.sid. 
• r.p = ranking factor of Pi to the peer r.sid. 

Since the peer Pi is a target peer of the object 0， Pi sends 
the requesting peer Pj a reply message r such曲atr.oid = 
0， r.sid = Pi， and r.戸内=1. If Pi明op0， Pi searches 
the acquain回ncebase ABi for加plesof the access request 
(0，ロ，op).Suppose a tuple ( Pj， Pk， 0， ap，口， σij，匂，Pij， 
p! ) is found in ABi' Here， j = k if Pi→(Pk口op0). If 
m→(Pj→(Pklo))， j =F k. The peer Pi sends a reply message 
r to the requesting peer Pj where r.sid = Pk， r.σzσij' r.T 
= Tij， and r.p = Pij. 

I町fnot found i加nABiれ.P，釣'idecαre右'ement胞sq
dι.TTL~主と 1， P仇iforwards the access requ閃es抗tq t，ωo everηya邸c-
q明u凶a剖in旬ncepe閃er.The pe閃erp防iwaits for a repI砂yfrom the a低c-
q刑ua剖in胞ncepe旬ers.I町fq

On receipt of a問 pl砂ymessage r of t由he陀 ques説tq frompjρ ， 
a pee釘rp防iupda剖te凶sABiaωs follows: 

1. If a加ple( Pj， Pk， Oh. ap，ロ， σij，π:j，Pij， p! ) is 
found in ABi，σij， Tij， and Pij ar志向pla印 dwith r.σ， 
αt・匂 +(1 ・αi)・σ'ij，and Rank(pi， Pj， (0，ロ，ap})，re-
spectively. 

2. Ifp! =F“二出etrustworthiness Ti! of PiωP! is a1so 
updated as discussed here. 

3. If (Pj，Pk， 0， ap，ロ，σij，Tij， Pij， Pl) is not found， a tu-
ple ( Pj， r.sid， r.oid， q・叩，q.αtype， r.σ， r・T，p，ー)is 
added to ABi where P = Rank(pi， Pj， (0，ロ，ap}).

The peer Pi waits for a reply message from every ac-

quaintance戸erwhich Pi sends a request message q. If Pi 
問ceivesevery reply message or the timer expires， Pi takes 
a reply message r whose satisfiabi1ity is the Iargest， out of 
出ereply messages received. The peer Pi sends the reply 
message of the request q to the requesting peer Pj・

On receipt of a reply message r showing Pj→(Pkロopo)
from an acquaintance peer Pj. Pi perceives出ata peer Pk 
is a target戸erof the target object 0 for the acquaintance 

Pj・Thepeer Pi cannot just take the target peer Pk邸 anac-
quaintance peer of Pio i.e. a tuple (Pk， Pk. 0， ap，ロ，σik，句k，
Pik， Pj) where σik = di，巧k=σik.and Pik = Rank(pio Pj. 
(0.ロ.op)).Because Pk might not intendωdirectly commu-
nicate with Pi・Thatis.血etarget object 0 cannot be obtained 
by Pi without asking the acquaintance peer Pj・Oneway is 

that Pi sends an invitation message to Pk. If Pk accepts出e
invitation to be an acquaintance of Pi. Pk sends an accepted 
message ωPi・Here.Pi adds a tuple (Pk. Pk. O. op.口，σik.
ηk. Pik. Pj) to ABi. This is apolite way. In another way， Pi 
unila民rallyrecognizes Pk as its acquaintance if Pi receives 
出einformation Pk口opOfrom another peer Pj・Here，(Pk. 
Pk. o. op，ロ， σjk.勺k.Pjk. Pj) is added ωABi. Then. Pi 
may send a request (0.ロ.op)to Pk. If Pk rejects the request 
frompi.σik， Tik， and Pik are decreased and Pi asks Pj to be 
an acqu 
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3. if there are sti11 multiple tuples at step 2， select a tuple 

b where b.σis the smallest in the tuples is selec胞d.

[Maintenance of ABd On recept of a reply message r from 

an acquain胞ncePj， Pi obtains acquain阻nceinformation: 

ifpi→(PjロopO)，{ 
σ'ij =r.σ仇.j;s凶B(Pi，(Pj，Pk， 0， op， 0，σij・OuTrustO(O， 
σか αi)，0， ..， 0)); } 

ifpi→(Pj→(PkロopO))，{ 

σij =r.σ仇;s仏B(Pi，(Pj，Pk， 0， up，ロ，σij，TrustO(O， 
σij，αi)， o. Pj， 0)); 
if Pi is not careful， { 

σik =σij， 
StAB(Pi， (Pk. Pk， 0， up，ロ，C1ik， TrωtO(O，σik， 
αi)， 0， Pj， O}); 

} } 
StAB(Pi， (pj， Pk， 0， up，ロ，σ，T， P，Pb c}) { 

if (t = sndAB(pj， 0， up，ロ))f; NULL)， { 
σij = t.σ・Oi;
upAB(pi， t，σij' Trusρ(t.T，σij，αi)， t.p， 0， up， 0， 
t.iid U {Pf}); 

} else { 
if ABi is fulI. { 

one tupfe ~s selected and removed; 
{Pj， Pk， 0， up，口，0，T， p， Pf. O} is stored is ABi; 

}} 
ifiid = o， re佃 m;

for every Pk in iid， { 
u = findAB(Pk， 0， up，ロ);
if u f; NULj.. { 

Tik = TrustJ(u.T，σij，命);
Pik = Round(Pi， pk，{O，ロ，up}); 
UpAB(Pk， t， u.σ，ηk， pik， 0， op，口，u.iid); 

} } } 
upAB (pj， t，σ前向，Pij，O，ロ，op，iid) { 

t.σ=σij; t.T =ηj; t.p = Pij; t.iid = iid; } 

伽払B(pu 0， up，ロ){ 

1ft = {Pi. Pj. 0， up，口，・・・， c} is found in ABi， { 
t.c = t.C + 1; return (t); 

} else re伽m(NULL);} 

5 Evaluation 

Each peer is realized as a Java process in the distributed 

simulation Neko [11]. A P2P overlay network includes n 
(と1)peers Plt . "， Pn・Initially，each peer Pi is in an ac-
quain13nce relation with li (~n) peers which are randomly 

selected. There are m (~1) objects 01，・・・， am. Each ob-

ject oh is randomly distributed to some number of peers. 

Here， the distribution ratio (h is the ratio of the number lh 
of peers each of which holds a replica of an object Oh to the 

to13l number n of the peers， (h =九In. The acqu剖ntance

base ABi of each peer Pi can admit at most ti tuples. 

In the simulation， one peer Pi is randomly selected as a 

requesting peer and an object Oh is also randomly selected 

as a target object. We consider a detection request in the 

evaluation and a simple flooding algorithm to send the de-

tection request. The selected peer Pi sends a detection re-

quest (Oh， 1， -) message to every acquaintance peer of Piω 
find target holder peers of the object Oh. This is出efirst 

round. Then， one requesting peer and a target object are 

randomly selected again. The requesting peer issues the de-

tecting request as presented in出e命8tround. This is the 
second round. In each round， the acquaintance bases (ABi) 

of peers are changed as discussed. Hence， acquaintance in-
formation is distributed to the more number of peers after 

more rounds. However， since the volume of ABi of each 
peer Pi is limited， some acquain13nce information might be 

lost due to the tuple replacement. Here， some acquain13nce 
peer may hold inconsistent acquaintance information. A se-

quence of rounds is refe町'edto as one run. In出isevalua-

tion， totally 100 runs are performed. 
In the evaluation， we assume由atthere are 1000 peers， 

i.e.η= 1000. Each peer Pi is initially related with three 

acquaintances， i.e. li = 3. We assume each peer Pi can store 

at most five tuples in ABit i.e. ti = t = 5. We assume Ti = 

T for every peer Pi・Thedistant factor Oi for each peer Pi is 

assumed to be 0.5，αi=α= 0.9， and si =β= 0.9 for every 

peer Pi. TTL is 7. We assume (h = (for every object Oh. 

First， we measure the hit ratio and the satisfiability for 
one object， i.e. rn = 1. The hit ratio for an access request is 

defined to be probability出ata target peer is detected. For 

出ekth round， the number s (~100) of runs where a target 

peer is detected are obtained in出e100 runs. Then， the hit 
ratio of the kth round is given as s I 100. 

Figure 1 shows the hit ratio for ( = 1 [%] and ( = 10 

[%]. The horizon13l axis shows the numberofrounds. 

Through interactions among peers， acquaintance infor-
mation is propagated in the network. At the more rounds， 
the higher the satisfiability must be. Figure 2 shows the 

satisfiability for ( = 1 [%] and 10 [%]. 
Tuples in the acquaintance base ABi of each peer Pi are 

replaced with new tuples. Figures 3 and 4 show the hit 

ratio and satisfiability for sizes of the acquaintance base for 

t = 3，5， and 10 tuples. 
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Flgure 1. Hit ratio. 

6 Concluding Remarks 
We discussed how each peer凶 S臼 acquaintancesin a 

peer-to・peer(P2P) overlay network. First， types of acquain-
tance relations are defined with respect to types of service of 

each peer. In addition to finding where a target object exists， 
a requesting peer has to find an authorization acquaintance 

to obtain the access right and a manipulation peer which 
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